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FROM DEEP INELASTIC TRANSFER REACTIONS TOCOMPLETE FUSION OF NUCLEI�V.V. VolkovFlerov-Laboratory of Nulear ReationsJoint Institute for Nulear Researh141980 Dubna, Mosow reg., Russia(Reeived January 13, 1999)The Dinulear System Conept (DNSC) is developed for the desrip-tion of omplete fusion of nulei. The DNSC is based on the informationon the interation of two nulei in the deep inelasti ollision whih havebeen obtained in the study of deep inelasti transfer reations. The DNSCrevealed the new aspets of omplete fusion of massive nulei: the spei�inner fusion barrier B�fus and the ompetition between omplete fusion andquasi-fusion. The DNSC is used for the analysis of reations of heavy andsuperheavy element synthesis.PACS numbers: 25.70.Jj, 01.30.C1. IntrodutionIn my talk I would like to disuss the approah to the desription ofomplete fusion of nulei proposed at Dubna: the Dinulear System Conept(DNSC) [1℄. Aording to the DNSC the main ontent of the ompletefusion proess is the formation and evolution of the Dinulear System (DNS)whih is formed on the apture stage. The DNSC is based on the uniqueinformation on the interation of two nulei in the deep inelasti ollision.The information has been obtained in the study of deep inelasti transferreations. The partiipants of this investigation are G.G. Adamin, E.A.Cherepanov, V.V. Volkov � FLNR, JINR; N.V. Antonenko, A.K. Nasirov� BLTP, JINR, Dubna, Russia; W. Sheid � ITP, Giessen, Germany.

� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1517)



1518 V.V. Volkov2. The main features of the DNSCThe main idea of the DNSC is the assumption that omplete fusion re-ations and deep inelasti transfer reations are similar nulear proesses.Really, both proesses are realized in deep inelasti ollisions of nulei withfull dissipation of the kineti energy. In both proesses the same foresat between the nulei. They are the onservative Coulomb, nulear andentrifugal fores, and dissipative fores of nulear frition. There is a tran-sitional zone on the angular momentum sale where both omplete fusionand deep inelasti transfer reations are possible.Aording to the DNSC the senario of the omplete fusion proess maybe desribed as follows [1℄.� At the apture stage, after full dissipation of the ollision kineti energythe dinulear system (DNS) is formed.� The omplete fusion proess is the DNS evolution whih proeeds vianuleon transfer, shell by shell, from one nuleus to another.� The DNS nulei retain their individuality throughout their way to theompound nuleus. This important peuliarity of the DNS evolutionis the onsequene of the nuleon and shell struture of the atominulei.Fig. 1 illustrates the ompound nuleus formation proess within theframework of the popular marosopi dynamial model of Swiateki [2℄ andwithin the framework of the DNSC. In the MDM, the nulei quikly losetheir individuality as a result of the nek formation. In the DNSC, the fusednulei retain their individuality until the end of the omplete fusion proess.

Fig. 1. Shemati illustration of the ompound nuleus formation proess withinthe framework of the MDM- and DNS-onept.



From Deep Inelasti Transfer Reations to... 15193. The new aspets of the omplete fusion proessThe DNSC reveals two important peuliarities of omplete fusion of mas-sive nulei:� the appearane of the spei� inner fusion barrier � B�fus and� the ompetition between the omplete fusion and quasi-fusion hannelsin the DNS, whih is formed on the apture stage.

Fig. 2. The inner fusion barrier B�fus in the 110Pd+110Pd reation. V (Z;L) is thepotential energy of the DNS, Z is the atomi number of the DNS nulei, L is theangular momentum of ollision.The DNS evolution is determined by the potential energy of the systemas a funtion of harge (mass) asymmetry and the angular momentum ofollision. Fig. 2 shows the potential energy of the DNS whih is formed inthe reation 110Pd+110Pd. The atomi number of one of the DNS nuleiis indiated on the absissa axis. The angular momentum of ollision isindiated by �gures. The initial DNS is situated in the minimum of thepotential energy. The omplete fusion is realized if the DNS overomes thepotential barrier B�fus. This potential barrier is the result of the endothermiharater of the fusion proess in the �rst part of the DNS evolution. Theasterisk indiates that the energy for overoming the inner fusion barrier istaken from the DNS exitation energy.In asymmetri nulear reations there are two ways of the DNS evolution(Fig. 3). The �rst way brings the DNS to the ompound nuleus. Thisways requires overoming the inner fusion barrier B�fus. The other way leads
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Fig. 3. Two ways of evolution of a massive asymmetri DNS.to symmetrization of the DNS form. In the symmetri DNS the Coulombrepulsion between nulei has a maximum value, and the massive DNS deaysinto two fragments. It means that quasi-�ssion take plae. In this ase theDNS must overome the potential barrier in the nuleus�nuleus interationpotential V (R) � the quasi-�ssion barrier Bqf . The DNS evolution is astatistial proess and the ompetition between the omplete fusion hanneland the quasi-�ssion hannel arises.4. The desription of experimental datawithin the framework of the DNSCAs an example of the desription of experimental data within the frame-work of the DNSC I would like to disuss the minimum exitation energy ofthe ompound nuleus in the old fusion reations used for the synthesis oftransuranium and superheavy elements (TUE and SHE).The popular models of omplete fusion, i.e. the marosopi dynamialmodel of Swiateki [2℄ and the surfae frition model of Frobrih [3℄ predittoo high exitation energy of heavy ompound nulei. Fig. 4 [4℄ demonstratesthe di�erene between the experimental data and the results of alulationwithin the framework of these models.Aording to the DNSC the minimum of the ompound nuleus exita-tion energy is determined by the height of the inner fusion barrier B�fus, thatis by the shape of the potential energy urve (Fig. 5). On the piture I.P. isthe injetion point of the reation, E�min (DNS) is the minimum exitationenergy of the DNS, and E�min (CN) is the minimum exitation energy ofthe ompound nuleus. We have alulated the minimum exitation energy
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Fig. 4. The minimal exitation energy of the ompound nulei of the 102�112elements whih have been synthesized in old fusion reations (HI; 1n). � � theexperimental data, the solid lines present the results of alulations within theframework of the MDM and the surfae frition model, the dashed line indiatesthe ompound nuleus exitation energy in the ollision when kineti energy isequal to the Bass barrier [4℄.

Fig. 5. The minimum of the exitation energy of the DNS and exitation energy ofthe ompound nuleus aording to the DNS-onept.of the ompound nuleus of 102�114 elements in the old fusion reations(HI; 1n). The results of the alulation are shown in Fig. 6(a) [5℄. In thealulation of the DNS potential energy the deformation of the heavy nu-leus of the DNS was taken into aount. The deformation was taken forthe ground state. One an see that the alulated values E�min are lose
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Fig. 6. The minimal exitation energy of the ompound nulei of 102�114 elementsin old fusion reations (HI; 1n). � � the experimental data, Æ � the alulateddata aording to the DNS-onept: (a) the deformation of the heavy nuleus ofthe DNS is taken into aount, (b) the deformation of the heavy and light nuleiof the DNS is taken into aount.to the experimental data. However, the alulated data turned out to beabout 5 MeV higher than the experimental data. The di�erene disappearsif one takes into aount the possible deformation of the light nuleus of theDNS in Fig. 6(b) [5℄. We put in the deformation of the light nuleus in theexited state 2+. So the DNSC gives a possibility to estimate the minimumexitation energy of the ompound nuleus in the synthesis of the heaviestelements and the optimal value of the bombarding energy.5. The role of quasi-�ssion in the reations of SHE synthesisDuring many years �ssion of exited ompound nulei was onsideredas the main obstale in the synthesis of new transuranium and superheavyelements. The inreasing of the �ssion barrier in the region of SHE inspiredhopes of reduing this dangerous fator. Fig. 7 shows alulation of theprodution ross setion of elements 104, 108 and 110 whih were synthesizedin Darmstadt in old fusion reations. The alulations were made by BorisPustylnik [6℄within the framework of a statistial model. For element 104one an see a good agreement between the alulation and the experimentaldata. Large disrepany is observed, however, for element 108 and 110.What is the ause of this disrepany? The existing models of ompletefusion do not give an answer.Aording to the DNSC the prodution ross setion of heavy nulei isdetermined by the following expression:�ER = � � Pn �Wsur ;
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Fig. 7. The prodution ross setion of elements 104, 108, 110 in old fusion rea-tions (HI; 1n). � � the experimental data obtained at the GSI, the lines are theresults of the alulations within the framework of the statistial model [6℄.

Fig. 8. The probability of omplete fusion Pn in the old fusion reations (HI; 1n).where � is the apture ross setion, Pn is the probability of the ompoundnuleus formation in the ompetition with quasi-�ssion, Wsur is the survivalprobability of the ompound during its deexitation. The value of � andWsur may be alulated using existing theoretial models. But there is notheoretial model for the alulation of Pn.On the basis of the DNSC two models of the ompetition between om-plete fusion and quasi �ssion were elaborated. In the �rst model the Monte-Carlo method is used for the alulation of the DNS evolution [7℄. In theseond model the di�usion equation by Fokker�Plank and the Kramers ap-proah are used to desribe the evolution and deay of the DNS [8℄. Fig. 8



1524 V.V. Volkovshows the results of alulation of the probability of ompound nuleus for-mation � Pn in old fusion reations [5℄. The targets are 208Pb and 209Bi.The bombarding ions are in the range from 48Ti to 72;74Ge. The atominumber of the synthesized element is indiated on the horizontal axis. Forelement 104 Pn is equal to� 5 �10�2, but for element 114 Pn drops to 10�7.The DNSC evidenes that quasi-�ssion is the main fator in dereasing theSHE prodution ross setion in the old fusion reations. This piture(Fig. 9) demonstrates the situation in the synthesis of superheavy elementsafter the analysis of this problem within the framework of the DNSC.

Fig. 9. Dangerous ways to the synthesis of the Superheavy Elements6. ConlusionIt is possible to say that today the DNSC provides the most realistipiture of the omplete fusion proess and the mehanism of the ompoundnuleus formation.
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